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Managing Director, Interim CFO Solutions

Navitance is seeking a strategically driven, experienced CFO to join its dynamic, client-facing team. As a Managing Director, the 
CFO will be responsible for the financial integrity of Navitance’s clients by overseeing their financial practices. The CFO will work 
directly with clients to improve their financial operations, increase revenue and bolster cash flow. From startups to nonprofits, the 
CFO will have the opportunity to work with an array of businesses to help them get back on their feet and continue growing. Ideal 
candidates should have 10-15 years of relevant experience, knowledge of financial analysis and planning and a desire to work 
hard and learn. 

Job Duties: 

• Assist the CEO in formulating the clients’ strategic direction, participate in critical decisions, and direct supporting 
tactical initiatives

• Monitor and direct client financial analysis and planning, fiscal management and cost control
• Develop performance measures that enhance clients’ strategic direction, including financial projections and reporting
• Lead client preparation of GAAP subsidiary ledgers, ensure audit preparedness and representation
• Provide accounting and tax research for clients, and lead communication with outside parties
• Proactively manage client cash flows, initiating corrective actions and minimizing the impact of variances
• Understand and mitigate clients’ risk profiles
• Ensure client business complies with all legal and regulatory requirements
• Direct Navitance staff as appropriate, promoting process improvement and superior results

Requirements/Qualifications: 

• MBA or Master’s degree in accounting, finance or economics required
• 10 to 15 years of relevant experience, CPA or CFA preferred
• Desire to drive change by fostering an environment of continuous improvement
• Ability to multitask in a fast-paced, deadline-driven environment
• Practical, hands-on leadership style and an ability to enthusiastically motivate others
• Flexible and adaptive to change
• Demonstrates integrity, positivity and professionalism at all times, even when under pressure
• Takes a proactive approach to learning and problem solving
• Fun, personable, and willing to work hard
• Exceptional written and oral communication skills
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